
The Ceed



The new Ceed family.  
For pleasure. For leisure. For life.

GT-LINE S EXTERIOR

The great thing about life is that there are so many ways to enjoy it. And that’s where the new Kia Ceed 5-door 
family hatchback range steps up to the mark. Each is designed to suit your very own version of driving pleasure -  
with bold style, innovative technology and exceptional comfort. Take your pick from the striking Ceed or the 
stunning Ceed GT Line with further-enhanced dynamic styling. And if you crave even greater performance,  
opt for the hatchback GT. Whichever Ceed you choose, you’re on track for an exhilarating ride. 
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Prepare to impress.
The GT-Line S interior delivers a dynamic statement with a D-cut steering 
wheel and stylish upholstery options. It’s available with a black faux suede 
and leather combination featuring grey stitching and the GT-Line logo. 
The black headlining rounds off the sporty ambience inside.

GT-LINE S INTERIOR

(Image shown for illustration purpose only and may not be to UK specifications)
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The Ceed GT is a force to be reckoned with. Distinguishing features? The unmistakable 
GT logo on the dark chrome-framed, black high gloss honeycomb grille with red accents. 

Bold red colour highlights also grace the side mouldings and the 18" diamond-cut alloy 
wheels. Last but surely not least, the full-performance dual exhaust emits the sound of 
the powerful 1.6 T-GDi engine.

Make your mark.

GT EXTERIOR GT INTERIOR

Zoom in on style.
In the Kia Ceed GT, red signifies sportiness: you’ll find bold colour accents 
throughout, from the contrast stitching on the leather and faux suede 
upholstery to the GT logo on the seats and the D-cut steering wheel.

(Image shown for illustration purpose only and may not be to UK specifications)
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Energy flow

Driving
situation

Start Torque assist Cruising Coasting Energy recuperation Moving stop & start
Torque Assist

During acceleration or uphill 

driving, the ‘e-system’ provides 

torque assistance by taking 

energy from the battery to 

support the engine.

Start

The engine is started by the 

‘e-system’ to ensure a prompt  

and smooth start.

Cruising

When driving at a constant 

speed, the combustion engine 

partially recharges the battery 

on the go if the charge level 

is low.

Sailing

Mild Hybrid with iMT additionally features

the ‘sailing function’. When the driver lifts 

their foot from the throttle and lets the car 

sail without accelerating, the engine will 

seamlessly and smoothly switch off, resulting 

in fuel savings. As soon as the throttle is 

pressed, the engine will immediately take over. 

The distance covered with engine off depends 

on driving conditions and vehicle speed.

Energy Recuperation

When decelerating or braking, the 

energy generated by the vehicle 

motion is converted into electrical 

energy to recharge the battery.

Moving Stop & Start

When decelerating to a stop, 

the combustion engine turns 

off automatically during in-gear 

deceleration and braking to  

save fuel.

The new Ceed family features our EcoDynamics+ Mild-Hybrid Powertrain System, offering low-
emission everyday driving. By cleverly pairing the latest 1.6 CRDi diesel engine with a 48-volt  
lithium-ion battery, it can reduce fuel consumption and vehicle emission levels. What’s more,  
the integrated ‘e-system’ recovers kinetic energy during deceleration phases to provide torque  
assistance when accelerating.

 
Transform the future.

Smart Technology

At the touch of the Hybrid/Electric (H/EV) button located next to the gear knob, you can prioritise between electric 
and hybrid mode. In EV mode - ideal for urban driving - the system’s priority is to use only electric energy for a 
zero-fuel, emission-free drive; giving you an impressive range of over 50 km* of inner-city driving. And when there’s 
insufficient battery charge, the system simply switches automatically to hybrid mode. This mode operates both 
energy sources, using the petrol engine and the electric motor simultaneously.

Picture shown for illustration purpose only.

PLUG-IN HYBRID

MILD HYBRID
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Add more freedom.

Pick your dream team.
Refined and intuitive in equal measure, in the Ceed everything is 
designed around the driver: the seamless, horizontal layout of the 
instrument panel creates a light and airy atmosphere. This sense 
of roominess is matched by soft-touch surfaces emphasizing the 
high-quality feel of the interior. Exceptional style is paired with 
innovative technology: it includes a seamless 10.25" touch screen 
with navigation system and automatic climate control. So choose 
your teammates, or go it alone.

INTERIOR DESIGN

(Image shown for illustration purpose only and may not be to UK specifications)

Need more room to enjoy your day? Meet the Kia Ceed Sportswagon. It combines assured, athletic design 
with heaps of space and a dynamic drive. At the front, it shares the hatchback’s design credentials, while 
the low, sleek profile with its chrome-framed windows extends further than ever before. Plus, the sleek 
roof rails give you the freedom to add whatever you need. So let nothing stop you.
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EXTERIOR

Power into the future.
Need more room but still crave athletic design with dynamic driving, or thinking 
about experiencing electric? Then meet the Kia Ceed Sportswagon and GTL models. 
And introducing the new Sportswagon Plug-in Hybrid incorporating Kia’s latest 
electrified powertrain, producing true performance with lower fuel emissions.

PLUG-IN HYBRID

Charging Port
 

The new Ceed Sportswagon PHEV can be 

charged with a Type 2 to 230V cable for 

domestic charging or a Type 2 to Type 2 

cable. Both types of cables are supplied 

with the vehicle. AC charger time (3.3kW) 

is approximately 2 hours and 15 minutes 

(0➞100%).

Charging Indicator
 
Cleverly embedded within the speaker 

grille in the middle of the dashboard, when 

you plug in for charging, 3 LED lights tell 

you the charging status and battery level. 

Easily visible from outside the vehicle, the 

indicator is ideal for knowing the charging 

status of your battery at a glance.

*All technical data is to be confirmed (January 2020) and is subject to change. 
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Energise your drive
The new Ceed SW Plug-in Hybrid takes the electric-driving experience 
to the next level. Featuring our most advanced powertrain, it perfectly 
balances efficiency with dynamic driving, delivering a fast and smooth 
transition from electric to hybrid (petrol/electricity) operation; plus, with 
a full, 100%-charged battery offering a range of over 50 km, you can 
be sure that every drive you make is as eco-friendly as possible. What’s 
more, inside the comfortable, practical and refined interior, you’ll find a 
whole host of added technology features to make your electric-driving 
experience as easy and fulfilling as you could possibly desire.
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If you like exploring new territory, you’ve come to the right place. The Kia Ceed offers dynamic 
engines to suit your taste. Choose between powerful yet efficient petrol (now also available as  
Plug-In Hybrid) or diesel engines. While gasoline particle filters are standard on all petrol engines, 
diesel models are fitted with an advanced selective catalytic reduction system.

 Expect more.
Enjoy more.

POWERTRAIN

Paddle Shift Levers* 

The paddle shift levers allow you to 

change gears swiftly without taking 

your hands off the steering wheel. 

They also make driving more dynamic 

and intuitive, while leaving you in 

complete control* (grade dependant).

7-speed DCT 
(dual-clutch auto 
transmission) 

The latest-generation 7-speed  

dual-clutch transmission ensures  

a dynamic drive and excellent  

fuel efficiency.

(Plug-In Hybrid comes with a  

6-speed auto DTC - dual-clutch  

auto transmission)

Drive Mode Selection 
(DMS)* 

Designed to enhance your 

driving experience, Drive Mode 

Select can be operated via a 

button next to the gear shift. 

Working with DCT, it enhances 

driving dynamics by providing 

an improved throttle response 

and acceleration. DMS also offers 

a better steering response and 

perfectly complements the 17" and 

18" wheels that are available with 

DCT/DMS. 

Manual transmission 

The 6-speed manual transmission 

combines quick, smooth gear  

changes and gear ratios matched  

to engine torque curves. The result?  

A perfect balance between power  

and efficiency.

* DMS and paddle shift levers are available only for models with a DCT transmission (grade dependant).

EQUIPMENT 

Comfort and convenience make it big in the Kia Ceed. A whole range of great equipment from the 
heated steering wheel to the 10.25" touchscreen navigation system ensures your journey is as relaxed 
and as inspiring as possible (grade dependant).

Let the Ceed take care of it.

Bright ideas 

The front of the Kia Ceed merges high-tech with striking design for 

maximum effect. It features full LED headlamps and “Ice-Cube” LED 

Daytime Running Lights, fog lamps and 17" alloy wheels (grade dependant).

10.25” Touch Screen Satellite Navigation  
with Telematics 

The easy-to-use 10.25" colour touch-screen audio system (grade 

dependant) includes useful features such as control of Digital Audio 

Broadcast (DAB), smartphone connectivity with Android Auto® and  

Apple CarPlay®, as well as a display for the rear-view camera.

USB outlet

Stay connected wherever you’re headed: USB outlet in the front  

centre console allows you to plug in your devices to listen to music  

and to charge your phone or tablet with the USB charger.

Electronic parking brake

In the Kia Ceed, convenience and safety go hand in hand: 

there’s no need to pull a lever to activate the parking brake -  

it just requires a touch of a button (grade dependant). 
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UVO services are available free of charge for a period of seven years commencing on the day the vehicle is sold to the first owner of the vehicle and may be subject to change 
during that period. You need a smartphone with iOSTM or AndroidTM operating system and your own data plan to operate the UVO mobile application. Your Kia needs to be in a 
location with Vodafone mobile signal to connect to these services.

UVO Connect... 
   Your free seven-year connected services.
UVO Connect opens your Kia to the world of connected services. Once activated, it enables a number of essential digital features in 
your car. You can also install the UVO app on your smartphone and pair it with your Kia to control certain functions remotely and 
consult a wealth of information about your car.

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features are not necessarily standard across the range.

Weather forecast 
With up to three days’ weather forecast available, you can check 
weather conditions at your destination. 

Points of interest 
Are you looking for a place to eat, a local business or somewhere 
special to visit? All this information and more is easily accessible 
via your Kia’s live, connected directory.

Parking 
UVO Connect helps you find available parking locations.  
It shows on- and off-street parking locations, including prices 
and likely availability.

Fuel station information 
The system shows you the nearest petrol stations and prices  
to plan a refuelling stop.

Online voice recognition 
Use voice commands to find nearby points of interest,  
weather conditions or send a text message.

Notifications and remote door control 
You get warned if your vehicle’s anti-theft  
alarm is triggered or if you left your doors 
unlocked. What’s more, you can lock and unlock 
doors from your phone, wherever you are.

My trips 
Consult a summary of your trips, including time, 
distance travelled and speed information.

Send to car 
Select your destination on your phone and send 
it to your vehicle so you can set off straight away 
once behind the wheel.

In-car services Mobile application services

Your free seven-year UVO Connect, once activated, uses your 
vehicle’s embedded SIM card to connect it to the world of live data.

Real-time traffic information 
Your navigation system uses live traffic information to 
recommend the best route and dynamically predict the most 
accurate arrival time.

Speed cameras and danger zones 
Be alerted to speed and traffic light cameras, and to areas  
where accidents are particularly common.

Once UVO is activated in your Kia, it gives you 
access to a wide range of useful functionalities 
through the UVO mobile phone application 
(available on AppleTM and AndroidTM).

Find my car 
You can check the location of your car from  
your smartphone so you never lose track of it.

Vehicle status 
The UVO app gives you an overview of your 
Kia’s status including fuel/battery level, doors, 
windows, bonnet or tailgate. It lets you know if any 
of the vehicle’s functions isn’t working properly.
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SAFETY AND ASSISTANCE

Peace of mind is key to enjoying your ride. That’s why the Kia Ceed comes with innovative features 
and sophisticated technology to keep you and your passengers as safe as possible. 

Protect yourself with advanced features.

Smart Cruise Control (SCC)* with Stop and Go

Using a camera and radar, Smart Cruise Control can regulate both the Ceed’s speed and the distance to the 

car in front (grade dependant). The system maintains the distance to the preceding vehicle by automatically 

modulating your car’s speed. If the vehicle ahead picks up the pace, the Ceed accelerates up to the set 

speed. If the vehicle in front slows down and the predetermined safe distance cannot be maintained, the 

system will reduce the speed, or even stop the car. A helpful feature, particularly in stop and go traffic.

Lane Keeping Assist 
(LKA)

No need to worry about drifting out 

of your lane. The Lane Keeping Assist 

uses a camera mounted at the top 

of the windscreen to monitor lane 

markings, and if you move out of the 

lane unintentionally the system will 

alert you and even help steer the car 

back into your lane.

Blind-Spot Collision 
Warning (BCW)

The Blind-Spot Collision Warning 

system has radar sensors that 

monitor your blind spots and warn 

you of approaching cars with a 

symbol in the side-view mirror  

(grade dependant).

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA) 

The FCA system can detect preceding vehicles and pedestrians crossing the road (grade/option dependant). 

Using a camera and radar sensors to monitor the velocity of and distance between vehicles, it warns the 

driver in the event of a potential collision risk by activating a visual alert. In conjunction with pedestrian 

detection, the steering wheel gives a haptic response. If there is no driver reaction, the car brakes 

automatically to avoid or mitigate an accident.

Speed Limit 
Information Function 
(SLIF)

The Speed Limit Information 

Function gives you all the necessary 

information to help you stay within 

the speed limits. Using the camera 

on the windscreen, it reads speed 

limits and displays the information 

clearly on the navigation screen and 

cluster (grade dependant).

Driver Attention 
Warning (DAW)

The system detects whether you’re 

losing concentration by monitoring 

the pattern of the steering wheel, 

indicator, acceleration and overall 

duration of the journey. If you show 

signs of drowsiness or inattentiveness, 

DAW alerts you with a warning sound 

and a coffee cup symbol in the cluster.

The Kia Ceed assists you with innovative features that enable you to drive more safely. 
Negotiating traffic jams, help with parking or shining a brighter light into corners at night? 
The Kia Ceed takes care of it so you can avoid potential danger.

Stay safe with smart assistants. 

SAFETY AND ASSISTANCE

High Beam Assist (HBA)

When the camera in the windscreen detects the 

headlights of an oncoming vehicle at night, the 

High Beam Assist system automatically switches 

to low beam to avoid dazzling other drivers. 

Once the car has passed, the high beam is 

automatically switched back on.

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision 
Warning (RCCW)

When reversing out of a parking space or 

driveway, the radar-based Rear Cross-Traffic 

Collision Warning system alerts you to potential 

traffic crossing your path (grade dependant).

Lane Following Assist (LFA)* 

LFA makes driving in traffic jams easier and 

safer. The system uses sensors to maintain 

a safe distance to the preceding vehicle and 

controls acceleration, braking and steering while 

monitoring road markings to help keep your car 

in the centre of its lane. LFA works between 0 

and 81mph.

*Lane Following Assist (LFA) is grade &  

transmission dependant.

Smart Parking Assist 

The Smart Parking Assist makes parking a 

breeze. It uses front, side and rear sensors 

to assist you with parallel, angled and 

perpendicular parking. All you need to do is 

handle the brake, accelerator and gears -  

the system takes care of the steering. It can 

even help you pull out of parallel parking  

spots (grade dependant).

Rear-view camera

The Rear-view camera gives you the full 

picture when reversing into a parking spot by 

displaying dynamic guidelines on the display 

screen to help guide you into place.
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Make room for
more of you.

VERSATILITY

The Kia Ceed Sportswagon not only offers more room for everyone on board - in fact its luggage capacity ranks amongst the best in 
the segment - it’s also an expert at making space work for you. Whether it’s the one-touch folding rear seats or well placed luggage  
compartments - this Ceed is packed with ideas that take you further.

Remote folding

The Ceed Sportswagon makes loading 

quick and effortless without cumbersome 

folding: simply use the lever in the luggage 

compartment to fold down the seats remotely 

(grade dependant).

Boot space

With the rear seats folded, you’ll enjoy 625 litres 

of luggage space. There are also two underfloor 

storage compartments to maximise your luggage 

area. Plus, a storage area under the boot cover 

can keep smaller items away from prying eyes.

40:20:40 folding rear seats

Thanks to the split folding seats, the 

Sportswagon adapts to your needs - great for 

transporting sports equipment or other long 

items (grade dependant). 

Reversible boot mat

Whether you’re transporting your 

pet, your weekly shopping or your 

family’s luggage - this made-to-

measure mat will keep your boot 

looking clean, new and stylish. 

High-quality velour on one side  

and a resilient dirt-resistant 

surface on the other.

Tow bar, fixed

This high-quality corrosion-

resistant fixed tow bar is developed 

to optimally transport loads 

according to the maximum towing 

and bike load capacity of your  

All-New Ceed. 

Textile floor mats, 
velour

Keep your cabin unblemished for 

longer. These high-quality velour 

floor mats will protect your  

All-New Ceed’s interior from 

everyday dirt and enhance its look 

at the same time. Tailor-made to fit 

the footwells perfectly, they feature 

the All-New Ceed logo in the front 

row and are held in place with fixing 

points and anti-slip backing.

Rear bumper trim line

A small detail, with a sophisticated 

touch. Introduce this refined 

surface finish to your rear bumper 

in delicate high-gloss stainless 

steel, for a sleek accent along  

your tailgate. Available also in 

brushed finish.

GENUINE ACCESSORIES

Maximise the experience.

Roof box 330

Heading off on holiday, you’ll probably need more luggage space 

than usual. Before you start cramming things in your cabin, enjoy the 

convenience of this sleek and durable roof box. Easy to install and with 

dual side opening for extra-fast access. Easily install your roof box with 

roof racks on your 5dr and cross bars on your Sportswagon.

If you want your Kia Ceed to be fully set up for all your journeys,  
then Kia Genuine Accessories are the answer. From long weekends away,  
to sporting activities or big shopping excursions, the range covers all your  
needs with handy features to personalise your car. It also includes many  
stylish solutions to emphasise the dynamic looks of your Kia Ceed.
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Every journey starts in style and with all the comfort you could wish for. 
The welcoming interior is fitted with black leather upholstery, including a 
slideable black leather armrest (grade dependant).

Get ready to  
  be impressed.

CONVENIENCE AND COMFORT

Heated front and rear seats
Whatever the weather has in store, you’re  
ready for it. The front and outer rear seats 
can be heated on cold days. Featuring three 
adjustable settings (two on rear seats),  
they warm up quickly and then level off  
after the desired temperature is reached.  
The Kia Ceed also comes with a heated  
steering wheel (grade dependant).

10-way Power Adjustable 
Driver's Memory Seat
The Kia Ceed features an Integrated Memory 
System that remembers your favourite driver 
seat settings, so you can get comfy instantly 
(grade dependant).

Wireless Phone Charger
Forget cables, just place your smartphone 
with Qi technology on the convenient Wireless 
Phone Charger (grade dependant). Check with 
your Kia dealer for mobile phone compatibility.

Heated steering wheel 
You’ll find many premium features  
throughout the Kia Ceed: on cold days,  
the heated steering wheel allows you  
to start your journey in complete  
comfort (grade dependant). JBL Premium Sound System

For great sound, the Kia Ceed comes with a JBL 
Premium Sound System. It features eight speakers 
and advanced Clari-FiTM music restoration 
technology to improve the quality of MP3s and 
provide high-definition sound (grade dependant).

Smart key
Beginning your ride couldn’t be easier: enjoy 
keyless access to your car with the smart  
key and the engine start/stop button that 
lets you switch the engine on and off with a 
simple touch. The Remote Window Control is 
a handy feature if you forget to close the car 
windows: press and hold the lock button on  
the smart key to close the windows remotely 
(grade dependant).

INTERIOR TRIMS Set the mood,
refine the detail.

'2' grade Premium black interior

The '2' grade features black fabric seat upholstery and  

eye-catching dark metal paint dashboard accents.

'3' black cloth and faux leather interior

These grades come with black cloth and faux leather-trim seats, 

high-gloss black trim and satin chrome dashboard accents.

The Ceed GT-Line, GT-Line S and GT celebrate quality materials in equal measure. Soft-touch surfaces and carefully stitched 
details on the seats create a sleek, sophisticated atmosphere. Choose between the cloth and faux leather, leather and faux 
suede with grey or red stitching with 10-way power adjustable driver's memory seat, only for the GT-Line S.

Redefine sportiness.

GT

Truly eye-catching: the black faux suede and 

leather upholstery features red stitching.

GT-Line

This beautiful two-tone upholstery combines 

black cloth with light grey faux leather.

GT-Line S

The black faux suede and leather combination 

is adorned with contrasting grey stitching.
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5-year paint warranty & 12-year anti-perforation warranty 

High-quality body paint ensures long-lasting protection and shine  
for your new Kia. It also comes with superior corrosion protection and a 
12-year warranty against rust from the inside out.

Financing 
Your local Kia dealer can help you with a financing plan that’s best 
suited to your needs. Log onto www.kia.com/uk for more details 

For complete peace-of-mind, Kia can offer you a great value 
fixed-price servicing package for your Ceed which is called  
Kia Care. Please speak to your Kia dealer for more information 
and pricing. Terms and conditions apply.  
Log onto www.kia.com/uk for details.

7 more reasons to  
join our Kia family

*For full terms, conditions and exclusions please visit kia.com/uk

Now there are even more 
reasons to buy a stylish, 
technology packed Kia. 
Peace of mind comes as 
standard when you join 
the Kia family with the Kia 
Promise - 7 great owner 
benefits when you buy 
your Kia and register at 
MyKia. 

Fully unlock these benefits 
when you register atMyKia

Available to all Kia owners, whoever your insurer and whatever the circumstances of the 
accident, Kia Accident AfterCare can take care of things for you. We'll liaise with your insurer, 
provide a free courtesy car and exercise your right to genuine Kia parts and repairs at a Kia 
Approved Bodyshop. 

Order Genuine Kia accessories, where and when you need them! Our Click & Collect service 
offers choice and convenience, recognising your model from the registration number to 
ensure you get exactly what you need. Then simply collect at your nearest Dealer, where they 
can fit them too. 

Our complimentary driveaway insurance, with up to 5 days of optional cover if required, will 
get you on the road right away and comes complete with one year’s free Excess Return worth 
up to £250, protecting your excess whoever your insurer is. You can also upgrade to a great 
value, annual insurance policy. Our policies cover you for genuine Kia approved repairs, parts 
and labour, meaning you never have to compromise when keeping your Kia 100% Kia.

When you own a Kia, you become part of the family and benefit from a relationship based 
on trust and transparency. When you visit one of our dealers for a service, your vehicle will 
benefit from a complimentary Health Check, a wash and vacuum and alternative transport if 
needed. Welcome to the Kia family!

Online service booking offers convenience and flexibility 24/7. Offering quality and value at 
one of our Dealers nationwide. Kia trained technicians use the latest diagnostic equipment 
and technology. All of our Genuine Kia parts come with a 2 year warranty. Fully inclusive 
pricing at the click of a button.

Our 24/7 Roadside Assistance package is designed for Kia owners in partnership with the 
RAC. All new cars have complimentary cover for 12 months from the first date of registration. 
If you register on MyKia, you can unlock Kia Roadside Assistance Plus, giving you the highest 
level of cover provided by the RAC, including onward travel and European cover.

There are a lot of things to consider when buying a new car. Compromising on reliability in 
the long term shouldn't be one of them. That's why Kia have redefined quality and offers 
a unique, industry-leading 7 year warranty that comes with peace of mind for at least 
100,000 miles. 
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View Offers Book a Test Drive Find Dealer Build your Ceed

https://www.kia.com/uk/new-cars/ceed/offers/?ref=ceed_brochure
https://www.kia.com/uk/utility/request-a-test-drive.carcode.ceed_2018/#/insert-info?ref=ceed_brochure
https://www.kia.com/uk/utility/find-a-dealer/#/step-1?ref=ceed_brochure
https://www.kia.com/uk/utility/build-your-kia.carcode.ceed_2018/#/trim?ref=ceed_brochure


Kia Motors (UK) Ltd
Walton Green
Walton-On-Thames
Surrey
KT12 1FJ
Freephone: 0333 2022990
www.kia.com/uk

www.kia.com/uk

All information and illustrations are based on data available at the time of print (May 2021) and 
are subject to change without notice. Contact your local Kia dealer for current information and 
full warranty details including terms and conditions. Imagery shown throughout this brochure 
is for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not necessarily 
standard across the Ceed range.
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The Ceed

*Please check with your dealer for mobile compatibility. Android Auto™ and Apple CarPlay™ via connectivity
▲Advanced Driving Assistance Pack (ADAP) option - MT (Manual) transmission, comprises of FCA - Pedestrian

Engine and transmissionPaint colours

The Ceed ’2’

Cosmos Blue  
(Premium Paint) [sportswagon only]

Lunar Silver  
(Premium Paint) [sportswagon only]

Dark Penta Metal  
(Premium Paint)

Infra Red 
(Premium Paint)

Copper Stone  
(Standard Paint)

Fusion White  
(Premium Paint)
Phantom Black 
(Premium Paint)

Arctic White  
(Optional Paint)

Wheels

Ceed ’2’
●	16" Alloy Wheels
●	Body Coloured, Electrically Adjustable &  

Heated Door Mirrors
●	Chrome Window Surrounds
●	Projection Headlights with Cornering Lights
●	Front Fog Lights
●	LED Rear Combination Lights
●	8" Colour Touchscreen Audio Display
●	Reversing Camera System
●	Apple CarPlay™ & Android Auto™ with  

Voice Control*
●	Leather Trimmed Steering Wheel,  

Gearshift & Handbrake
●	Black 'Premium' Cloth Seat Trim
●	Locking Wheel Nuts
●	Air Conditioning
●	USB port for Connection of a Media Device

●	Bluetooth® with Voice Recognition &  
Music Streaming*

●	DAB Radio with MP3 Compatibility
●	6-speaker Audio System
●	Steering Wheel Mounted Controls
●	All-round Electric Windows with Front Auto  

Up & Down Function
●	2 x 12V Power Sockets (Front Centre Console)
●	Front Cabin Map Light with Sunglasses Case
●	Automatic Headlight Control
●	Rear Spoiler
●	Body Coloured Bumpers and Exterior  

Door Handles
●	LED Daytime Running Lights
●	LED High-mounted Brake Light
●	Driver's Seat Height Adjuster
●	Centre Console Armrest with Storage Box

●	Rear Cupholders in Rear Armrest
●	Cruise Control & Speed Limiter
●	Remote Central Door Locking with Fold-away Key
●	Lane Keeping Assist (LKA)
●	High-Beam Assist (HBA)
●	Driver Attention Warning (DAW)
●	Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA) - City▲

●	Electronic Stability Control (ESC) &  
Vehicle Stability Management (VSM) 

●	ABS with Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) 
& Brake Assist System (BAS)

●	Emergency Stop Signalling
●	Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)
●	Tyre Mobility Kit (TMK)
●	 Intelligent Stop & Go (ISG)
●	Roof Rails (Sportswagon Only)

1.0 T-GDi 118bhp 6-speed manual ISG
1.6 CRDi 134bhp 48V MHEV  

6-speed manual iMT ISG

Engine and transmissionPaint colours

The Ceed ’2 NAV’

Cosmos Blue  
(Premium Paint) [sportswagon only]

Lunar Silver  
(Premium Paint) [sportswagon only]

Dark Penta Metal  
(Premium Paint)

Infra Red 
(Premium Paint)

Copper Stone  
(Standard Paint)

Fusion White  
(Premium Paint)
Phantom Black 
(Premium Paint)

Arctic White  
(Optional Paint)

Wheels

’2 NAV’ (adds over ’2’)
●	10.25" Touchscreen Satellite Navigation  

with Telematics
●	USB Fast Charger (Front Centre Console)

1.0 T-GDi 118bhp 6-speed manual ISG
1.6 CRDi 134bhp 48V MHEV  

6-speed manual iMT ISG

16" Alloy Wheels
205/55R16

16" Alloy Wheels
205/55R16
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The Ceed

*Please check with your dealer for mobile compatibility.
**Parking Sensors may not match exterior body colour
***Some parts of the leather upholstery contain faux leather

▲Advanced Driving Assistance Pack (ADAP) option - DCT transmission, comprises of FCA - Pedestrian, Smart 
Cruise Control, Electronic Parking Brake, Centre Console with Storage Box and Sliding Armrest, Rear Air Ventilation

●	17" Alloy Wheels
●	Privacy Glass (Rear Windows & Tailgate)
●	Rain Sensing Front Wipers
●	Electrically Folding, Adjustable & Heated Door 

Mirrors with LED Indicators
●	Wide-view Driver's Door Mirror
●	Black Cloth Seat Trim with Black Faux  

Leather Bolsters
●	Faux Leather Door Centre Trim
●	Front Passenger Seat Height Adjuster
●	Power Lumbar Support (Driver &  

Front Passenger)

●	Black High Gloss Front Console Garnish &  
Door Trim

●	Satin Chrome Interior Door Handles
●	Dual Automatic Air Conditioning
●	Automatic Defog System
●	Auto-dimming Rear-view Mirror
●	Luggage 12V Power Socket
●	USB Fast Charger (Front Centre Console)
●	Kia Connected Services Featuring TomTom® Live*
●	10.25" Touchscreen Satellite Navigation  

with Telematics
●	Rear Parking Sensors**

●	Speed & Multifunction LCD Full Colour Display
●	Dual Horn
●	40:20:40 Split Folding Rear Seats with  

Remote Folding (Sportswagon Only)

’3’ (adds over ’2’)

The Ceed ’3’

Cosmos Blue  
(Premium Paint) [sportswagon only]

Lunar Silver  
(Premium Paint) [sportswagon only]

Dark Penta Metal  
(Premium Paint)

Infra Red 
(Premium Paint)

Copper Stone  
(Standard Paint)

Fusion White  
(Premium Paint)
Phantom Black 
(Premium Paint)

Arctic White  
(Optional Paint)

17” Alloy Wheels 
225/45R17

Paint colours Wheels Engine and transmission
1.0 T-GDi 118bhp 6-speed manual ISG
1.5 T-GDi 138bhp 6-speed manual ISG

1.5 T-GDi 138bhp 7-speed auto DCT ISG
1.6 CRDi 134bhp 48V MHEV  

6-speed manual iMT ISG

Cosmos Blue  
(Premium Paint)

Lunar Silver  
(Premium Paint)

Dark Penta Metal  
(Premium Paint)

Infra Red 
(Premium Paint)

Copper Stone  
(Standard Paint)

Fusion White  
(Premium Paint)
Phantom Black 
(Premium Paint)

Arctic White  
(Optional Paint)

17” Alloy Wheels 
225/45R17

Paint colours Wheels Engine and transmission
1.6 GDi Petrol and 8.9kWh lithium-ion 

139bhp 6-speed auto DCT

●	High Gloss Black & Satin Chrome Radiator  
Closed Grille

●	LED Bi-Function Headlights
●	USB Ports for Connection of a Media Device
●	7-speaker Audio System
●	Electronic Parking Brake (EPB)
●	1 x 12V Power Sockets (Front Centre Console)
●	Rear Air Ventilation
●	Centre Console with Storage Box and  

Sliding Armrest
●	Smart Key & Engine Start/Stop button
●	PHEV Regenerative Braking

●	PHEV Dashboard Charging Indicator
●	Trailer Pack
●	Roof Rails
●	40:20:40 Split Folding Rear Seats with  

Remote Folding 

Removes over '3':
●	  Intelligent Stop & Go (ISG)

’3’ PHEV

The Ceed ’3’ PHEV (Plug-In Hybrid - Sportswagon only)
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The Ceed

**Parking Sensors may not match exterior body colour
***Some parts of the leather upholstery contain faux leather

▲Advanced Driving Assistance Pack (ADAP) option - DCT transmission, comprises of FCA - Pedestrian, Smart 
Cruise Control, Electronic Parking Brake, Centre Console with Storage Box and Sliding Armrest, Rear Air Ventilation

●	17" Alloy Wheels GT-Line (225/45R17)
●	High Gloss Black Door Mirrors
●	High Gloss Black Side Sill Mouldings
●	Air Intake with Black Accent lower lip
●	Body Coloured with High Gloss Black Trim  

Rear Spoiler
●	LED Rear Fog Lights
●	Black Cloth and Light Grey Faux Leather Seats
●	Black Headlining
●	Heated Front Seats
●	Heated Steering Wheel

●	Leather D-Cut Steering Wheel with Grey Stitching
●	Aluminium Pedals
●	Engine Start/Stop Button with  

Smart Entry System
●	Paddle Shifter - DCT only
●	Drive Mode Select (Normal & Sport) - DCT only

’GT-Line’ (adds over ’3’)

The Ceed ’GT-Line’ (Hatch Only)

Paint colours Wheels Engine and transmission
1.0 T-GDi 118bhp 6-speed manual ISG
1.5 T-GDi 158bhp 6-speed manual ISG

1.5 T-GDi 158bhp 7-speed auto DCT ISG
1.6 CRDi 134bhp 48V MHEV  

6-speed manual iMT ISG
1.6 CRDi 134bhp 48V MHEV  

7-speed DCT ISG

Blue Flame  
(Premium Paint)

Dark Penta Metal  
(Premium Paint)
Infra Red 
(Premium Paint)

Fusion White  
(Premium Paint)
Phantom Black 
(Premium Paint)

Silver Frost  
(Standard Paint)

17" Alloy Wheels  
225/45R17

The Ceed ’GT-Line S’ (Hatch Only)

●	18'' Alloy Wheels with Grey Centre Cap 
(225/40R18)

●	Wide Sunroof with Tilting / Sliding Function & 
Automatic Electric Roll Blind

●	LED Bi-Function Headlights
●	Black Leather and Faux Suede Seats with  

Grey Stitching***
●	10-way Power Adjustable Driver's Memory  

Seat with Power Lumbar Support on  
Front Passenger's Side

●	All-round Electric Windows with Auto  
Up & Down Function

●	Premium Centre Console with Storage Box and 
Sliding Armrest

●	Heated Outer Rear Seats
●	Smart Cruise Control with Stop & Go Functionality
●	Front Cabin LED Map Light with Sunglasses Case
●	8-Speaker JBL® Premium Sound System
●	12.3" TFT Supervision Cluster Display
●	Wireless Mobile Phone Charger
●	Electronic Parking Brake (EPB)
●	Smart Park Assist System (SPAS)  

Parallel/Perpendicular with Front &  
Rear Parking Sensors**

●	Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW)
●	Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Warning (RCCW)
●	Lane Following Assist (LFA)
●	Speed Limit Information Function (SLIF)

’GT-Line S’ (adds over ’GT-Line’)

18’’ Alloy Wheels 
with Grey Centre Cap

225/40R18

Paint colours Wheels Engine and transmission
1.5 T-GDi 158bhp 7-speed auto DCT ISG

Blue Flame  
(Premium Paint)

Dark Penta Metal  
(Premium Paint)
Infra Red 
(Premium Paint)

Fusion White  
(Premium Paint)
Phantom Black 
(Premium Paint)

Silver Frost  
(Standard Paint)
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The Ceed

**Parking Sensors may not match exterior body colour
***Some parts of the leather upholstery contain faux leather

●	18" Alloy Wheels with Red Centre Cap 
(225/40R18)

●	High Gloss Black Radiator Grille with Red accent
●	High Gloss Red Side Sill Mouldings
●	Air Intake with Red Accent lower lip
●	Rear Bumper with Diffuser Trim & Dual Exhaust
●	LED Bi-Function Headlights
●	Black Leather and Faux Suede Seats with  

Red Stitching***
●	Leather D-Cut Steering Wheel with Red Stitching

●	Premium Centre Console with Storage Box and 
Sliding Armrest

●	4.2" Supervision Colour Cluster Display with  
GT Performance Mode

●	Electronic Parking Brake (EPB)
●	Red Brake Calipers
●	Smart Park Assist System (SPAS)  

Parallel/Perpendicular with Front & Rear  
Parking Sensors**

’GT’ (adds over GT-Line & removes front fog lights)

The Ceed ’GT’ (Hatch Only)

18" Alloy Wheels with 
Red Centre Cap

225/40R18

Paint colours Wheels Engine and transmission
1.6 T-GDi 201bhp 7-speed auto DCT ISG

Dark Penta Metal  
(Premium Paint)

Track Red 
(Standard Paint)
Fusion White  
(Premium Paint)

Phantom Black 
(Premium Paint)


